Guanlne rich sequences adopt a variety of four stranded structures, which differ In strand orientation and conformation about the glycosldic bond even though they are all stabilised by Hoogsteen hydrogen bonded guanlne tetrads. Detailed model building and molecular mechanics calculations have been carried out to investigate various possible conformations of guanlnes along a strand and different possible orientations of guanlne strands In a G-tetraplex structure. It is found that for an ollgo G stretch perse, a parallel four stranded structure with all guanines In antl conformation is favoured over other possible tetraplex structures. Hence an alternating syn-antl arrangement of guanlnes along a strand Is likely to occur only In folded back tetraplex structures with antlparallel G strands. Our study provides a theoretical rationale for the observed alternation of glycosldic conformation and the Inverted stacking arrangement arising from base flipover, In antlparallel G-tetraplex structures and also highlights the various structural features arising due to different types of strand orientations. The molecular mechanics calculations help In elucidating the various Interactions which stabilize different G-tetraplex structures and Indicate that screening of phosphate charge by counterions could have a dramatic effect on groove width in these four stranded structures.
INTRODUCTION
The unusual structures adopted by guanine rich DNA sequences (1-7) have received wide attention in recent years. Such sequences which consist of runs of guanine residues, interspersed with short stretches of thymines or adenines, constitute the telomeric ends of eukaryotic chromosomes (8) (9) (10) . Thus the structures adopted by them have been implicated to be of crucial importance for the biological function of telomeres as in chromosomal pairing and replication of the ends of chromosomes (4, 9, 10) . Recent experimental studies (11 -13) on various model oligonucleotides of the type d(G 4 TG 4 ), d(G 4 T n G 4 ), d(T n G 4 ) 4 , with n = 2-4 and d(TTAGGG) 4 have established that these sequences form stable structures with Hoogsteen type hydrogen bonded guanine tetrads (14-15) not only by intermolecular association of four different strands as in the case of poly (G) (16) (17) , but also by intermolecular association of two hairpins or by complete intramolecular folding of a single strand (11) (12) (13) . Hairpin dimer and folded back structures have a four stranded guanine stem with short loops connecting the guanine strands (4, 7) and thus a parallel four stranded structure is obviously not possible in these cases. The crystal structure (19) of Oxytricha telomeric sequence d(G 4 T 4 G 4 ) and the nmr structures (20) of d(G 4 T 4 G 4 ) and d(G 4 (T 4 G 4 ) 3 ) have a guanine tetraplex structure with antiparallel chains and an alternating syn-anti-syn-anti conformation along the strand, but differ with respect to the alignment of strands within a G-tetraplex (21) . NMR studies (22) (23) (24) of guanine rich sequences of the type r(UG 4 U), d(G 4 T2) and d(TG 4 T) however indicate that these oligomers adopt structures essentially similar to the fibre diffraction structure of poly(G). Thus other possible structures could also occur for the various telomeric sequences. Recently attempts have been made to classify DNA structures on the basis of strand direction and basepairing (25) . This classification though quite exhaustive for duplex and triplex DNA structures, does not attempt to classify various possible Hoogsteen type hydrogen bonded tetraplex structures. Therefore in the present work detailed model building and molecular mechanics studies have been carried out to investigate the various possible conformations of guanines along a strand and different ways of orienting the strands in a G-tetraplex structure.
Glycosidic orientation and strand direction in G-tetraplex models
Both parallel as well as foldedback guanine tetraplex structures are stabilized by Hoogsteen type hydrogen bonded G-tetrads and the four fold symmetry inherent in the G-tetrad implies that a four stranded parallel structure is possible with all guanines in and conformation, as in the fibre diffraction (16-17) models of poly (G). In principle all guanines could also take up a syn conformation about the glycosidic bond and give rise to a four stranded parallel structure, but all four strands will point in a direction opposite to those in the all and structure. Thus an obvious way of incorporating antiparallel guanine chains in a Gtetrad would be to have a combination of all and and all syn guanine chains. In such all syn, all and G-tetraplex models,
• To whom correspondence should be addressed to N7 direction ( 1) and the donor edge by a vector joining N9 to N2 (-). The orientation of the sugar oxygen O4' w.r.t. the base plane is indicated by vector '->'. Generally it is the face defined by vector N9N7XN9N2 which is visible when viewed from the top. In cases where the other face (i.e. N9N2xN9N7) is visible, it is shown shaded, (a) Antiparallel arrangement of two guanine chains with rhe guanines being all anti in one chain and all syn in the other. All unshaded faces of guanines in both chains point in the same direction resulting in normal stacking arrangement of bases, (b) Antiparallel arrangement of two guanine chains with alternating syn-anti arrangement of guanines along the chain, achieved by flipping over of alternate bases (as indicated by shaded faces) and resulting in inverted stacking, (c) Antiparallel arrangement of two guanine chains with alternating syn-anti arrangement of guanines along the chain, achieved by flipping over of sugar units while retaining the normal stacking of bases. the two neighbouring chains will have completely different conformations and for sequences of the type d(G 4 T n G 4 ), the two guanine stretches in each molecule will have conformations completely different from each other. As can be seen from the schematic diagram (Figure la ), in this model the two chains are obviously not superposable by any symmetry operations and this type of model was proposed by Klug et al (4) . However a completely different type of tetraplex structure is possible if alternate bases along the chain are flipped over (Figure lb) , leading to alternating syn-anti-syn-anti conformation about the glycosidic bonds. As can be seen from Figure lb the symmetry of the G-tetrad is retained and at the same time adjacent antiparallel strands are related by a two fold dyad axis lying in between the planes of the G-tetrads. Thus such a structure involves an alternating syn-anti-syn-anti glycosidic orientation along the strand as well as a syn-anti G-G pair across the antiparallel chains. This type of alternating conformation has been proposed from our earlier model building and molecular mechanics studies (11) and has also been observed by X-ray crystallography and nmr (19, 20) . For this type of glycosidic alternation along the strand, there can never be a syn-syn or antianti G-G pair across antiparallel chains which is only possible when adjacent strands are parallel. It is important to note that the alternation in glycosidic bond orientation along the strand occurs by an inverted stacking arrangement of bases due to base flipover (11) , while all sugar oxygens point in the same direction. A third possibility is one wherein there is a normal stacking arrangement of base-pairs and the alternation of glycosidic torsion occurs by flipping over of the alternate sugar units (Figure lc) , resulting in a structure with successive sugar oxygens pointing in opposite directions, as in Z-DNA (26) . However for an antiparallel arrangement of adjacent strands the two chains in this model have to be in different conformations because with normal stacking and Hoogsteen type hydrogen bonding the two chains cannot be related by a two fold symmetry. As shown in Figure lc such an arrangement would have a syn-syn or anti-anti G-G panacross the anti parallel chains similar to the schematic model proposed by Guschlbauer et al (7) , though no detailed model building study has examined the stereochemical feasibility of such a model.
Hence, the possible arrangements of guanine nucleotides along a strand are (i) All anti with normal stacking (Mononucleotide repeat) ( Preliminary models for all anti and all syn structures were built by positioning successive guanines along a strand, similar to the orientation in fibre model (16, 17) of poly(G) (i.e. rise = 3.4A and » twist 30°) and varying the glycosidic torsion angle so that two adjacent sugar units link up with acceptable streochemistry for the same value of glycosidic torsion angle (x). The backbone structure of the all anti model was very similar to that of poly(G) (16) , while the torsion angles for the all syn structure had to be slightly modified to link successive sugar units.
In order to build alternating syn-anti structure with normal stacking, the first and third guanine were fixed with a rise of 6.8A and a twist of 60°. The position of the middle guanine was varied in the twist range 10° to 50° (keeping the rise fixed at 3.4A) at 10° interval. For each twist value, the glycosidic torsion X of first and the second guanines were also varied in 10° step, while keeping the glycosidic torsion of third guanine same as the first. The values of xl and x2, for which 03' -C5' distance of adjacent sugars was less than 5.0A at both me steps, have been plotted in Figure 2a for different orientations of the middle base, with sugar pucker being Cl' exo in all residues. It is clear from the plot that for a normal stacking arrangement of bases, the only possible conformations of the guanine chain are with xl and x2 being both syn or both anti and no alternating structure like Z-DNA is possible. This is due to the differences in the orientation of C5' and 03' atoms for normal stacking arrangement of bases and the anti-anti and alternating anti-syn-anti glycosidic conformations shown in Figures 3a and b respectively. Even if the sugar pucker is changed to Cl' endo, C3' endo or an alternating sugar pucker (like Z-DNA), no alternating glycosidic conformations are possible which link the neighbouring nucleotides. However, as shown in figure 2b, for normal stacking with left handed twists in the same range, we do get a few possible combinations of xl-syi, xL-anti glycosidic torsions, in addition to a large number of low anti conformations. This probably explains why such a structure is possible for left-handed Z-DNA, but not in the present case. In addition the neighbouring basepairs in duplex Z-DNA can have some variability in their displacement from the helix axis, while in the present case displacement is severely constrained because of the stringent requirements of G-tetrad formation.
For the model building of alternating structures with inverted stacking, the middle base was given a 180° rotation about an axis in the plane of the base and joining the N9 atom to the centre of the G-tetrad. The twist and x values were varied as in the previous case for a Cl' exo sugar unit. As seen from figure 2c, for this inverted stacking arrangement of guanines, the allowed combination is cl syn-c2 anti-c3 syn. The twist from 5'syn to 3'and step can vary from 10° to 20° and no acceptable conformation is possible for larger twists. Figure 3c shows the relative orientations of adjacent nucleotides with inverted stacking arrangement. Similar results are obtained when C2' endo sugar pucker is used for both the steps. However, when alternating sugar puckers are used, then for syn with C3' endo and and with C2' endo, there is only one allowed combination corresponding to c values of 0° and 240°, while for syn with Cl' endo and and with C3' endo there are seven points based on our C5' and 03' distance criteria. Hence a uniform sugar pucker in the Cl' endo region, seems to have the optimal geometry for such alternating structures. The model building studies thus indicate that out of the various schematic possibilities, stereochemically viable tetraplex models can be built for (i) All and (ii) All syn and (iii) Alternating synanti with an inverted stacking arrangement of bases. If guanine strands are taken in each of the above mentioned conformations Table 1 . The backbone and glycosidic torsion angles (in degrees), averaged over the central tetramer fragment, are listed for the energy minimised structures (models I to VII). (21) ) with all syn and all and chains and alternating syn-anti-syn-anti conformation in the tetrad Model V. Antiparallel diagonal strands (Indian key arrangement (21) ) with all syn and all and chains and two adjacent all syn chains as well as all and chains being parallel, leading to syn-syn-anti-anti conformation in the tetrad Model VI. Antiparallel adjacent strands (Greek key arrangement) with alternating syn-anti chains and alternating syn-anti-syn-anti conformation in the tetrad Model VII. Antiparallel diagonal strands (Indian key arrangement) with alternating syn-anti chains and syn-synanti-anti conformation in the tetrad
Effect of strand orientation on groove dimensions
Of the seven models listed above, I, II and III will have four identical grooves as can be expected from symmetry considerations. In all other models with antiparallel chains, if a guanine with an and orientation uses its acceptor side to form hydrogen bonds with the guanine in syn orientation (as shown in Figure 4a & 4b), the sugars across the base-pair (and the corresponding 5' phosphates) will point towards each other. They will point away from each other if the guanine with and orientation uses The averages for syn and anti residues have been taken separately. The torsion angles indicated by # have standard deviation more than 10° and tbose indicated by + have standard deviations within 5° to 10°, while all others have standard deviations less than 5°. The values in the first row correspond to the structures minimised with normalcharge while those given in second row correspond to the structures minimised with reduced charge on phosphate oxygens. Models indicated by * have an alternating syn-anti glycosidic orientation along the strand, while all other models have either all syn or all anti glycosidic orientation along the strand.
its donor face to form hydrogen bonds with another guanine in syn orientation (also shown in Figure 4a & 4b) . Thus for models IV and VI, which have adjacent strands anti-parallel (Figure 4a ), in two of the grooves the sugars and hence the phosphates point towards each other leading to a smaller groove width, while in the other two grooves they point away from each other leading to grooves of larger width. Similarly, models V and VII, which have glycosidic orientation syn-syn-anti-anti in each G-tetrad, will have one small and one large groove. In addition there will be two grooves of medium width, arising out of syn-syn or antianti pairing (as shown in Figure 4b ). It is important to note that from the point of view of base functional groups all four grooves in any tetraplex structure are identical and they differ only with respect to the orientations of backbone, due to varying conformations about the glycosidic bond.
Energy minimisation
Since model I has features similar to the fibre diffraction structure of poly(G), a fragment of the fibre model (16) with C2' endo sugar pucker was taken as a starting structure for model I, while for all other models (II to VII), octamer fragments with Cl' exo sugar pucker obtained from our model building were taken as initial structures. In the models HI, VI and VII the guanine at the 5' end was in syn conformation and the twist values for the syn to and and and to syn steps were 20° and 40° respectively. In addition two more structures, one with C3' endo sugar pucker and syn glycosidic orientations alternating with residues having C2' endo pucker and and orientation, while the other had C2' endo pucker and syn conformation alternating with C3' endo and and conformation, were considered in the Greek key (21) The values have been calculated by averaging shortest P-P distances over equivalent P-P pairs observed in an octamer fragment.
arrangement of model VI. All the structures were minimised to an r.m.s. gradient of 0.1 kcal/mole/A, using the AMBER all atom force field (27,28) and a distance dependent dielectric function e = Rjj. Such an approximation has been found to be satisfactory for double stranded DNA in mimicking the solvent effect when explicit counter ions and waters are not included in the calculation (28) (29) (30) . However, in the present case, since the inter-strand separation is smaller and hence the charged phosphate groups are closer, compared to a double stranded DNA, all the structures were also minimised using a reduced charge (by an amount 0.7 units of electronic charge) on the anionic phosphate oxygens (i.e. total charge per phosphate group is -0.3 units of electronic charge), to simulate the effect of screening of the phosphate groups by counter ions. This method of charge reduction has been used earlier for molecular dynamics calculations on duplex DNA (31), where electrostatic interaction plays a crucial role and also in the molecular mechanics studies on triple helical structures (32).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (i) Analysis of structural features
For all the seven models the backbone and glycosidic torsion angles, averaged over the equivalent residues in the central tetramer fragment of the energy minimised structures, have been given in Table 1 . In the energy minimised structure of Model I all torsion angles remain close to their values in the fibre model (16) except 6 which changes from C2' endo (146°) to Cl' exo (130°) region. In all other models and residues have all seven torsion angles in the same range as those in the all and Model I structure, while the syn residues have slightly different conformations. In the alternating structures the phosphodiester torsion angles (f ,a) at both the junctions, syn to and and and to syn are in the range g~,g~. However, our model building studies also indicate that, it is possible to build alternating tetraplex models with otfier combinations of the phosphodiester torsion angles, which converge to almost identical energy values.
If we compare the structures minimised using normal phosphate oxygen charge with those minimised using reduced charge, then for models I, HI, VI and VII all the torsion angles have similar values, with a maximum difference of 7°. However, there is a significant difference in the inter strand phosphate separation in the two sets of energy minimised structures, as can be seen in Figure 5 and Table 2 which gives the shortest P-P distance across different grooves for all the models. In the case of models I, II and HI which have four identical grooves, on minimisation with reduced charge on phosphate oxygens, there is only a small reduction in groove width compared to the structures minimised with normal charge on the phosphate oxygens. In fact for minimisations with reduced charge the inter strand phosphate separations remain close to their values in the starting structure. For structures IV and VI, for which the starting models had a large difference in groove widths, on minimisation with normal charge the difference in groove width reduces to 2.4A. However, when minimised with a reduced charge on phosphate oxygens, the large differences in the separation across the small and large groove are retained, as shown in Table 2 . Thus a variety of structures, differing in their gross structural features such as groove width, seem to be possible for these G rich sequences under different ionic environments.
(ii) Analysis of interaction energy Stacking interactions of G-tetrads. The stacking arrangements of Hoogsteen bonded guanine tetrads in three of the refined models are shown in Figure 6 and it is seen that the G-tetrads undergo very little distortion. Each guanine tetrad in all energy minimised structures contributes an electrostatic energy of -199 kcal/mole and a total energy of -192 kcal/mole, when the structures are minimised with normal charge as well as with Table 3 . The stacking energy values (in kcal/mole) in the energy structures (normal charge on phosphate oxygens) for all the models, considering base alone and also base with sugar rings (but without the 03' and O5' atoms, which are considered as a part of the phosphate group). reduced charge. The models I, II, IV and V have a normal stacking arrangement of tetrads, while the other three alternating models have inverted stacking, with two types of stacking arrangements, corresponding to the syn to and and anti to syn steps. In the energy minimised structures, the twist values do not undergo much change, viz the steps with normal stacking (models I, II, IV and V) have twist values close to 30°, while the steps with inverted stacking (models HI, VI and VII) have twist values close to 20° and 40° for the syn to anti and anti to syn steps respectively. Thus the average twist for the syn-antisyn-anti fragments of our alternating models (* 29°) agree with the average twist value reported for the crystal structure (19) . The stacking energy values for various models are given in Table  3 , considering bases alone and also bases with their sugar units In this table the hydrogen bond 10-12 energy components have been added to the 6 -12 van der Waal's energy. For models HI, VI and VII stacking energy for the syn-anti (s-a) and anti-syn (a-s) steps have been given separately.
(but without 03'and 05' atoms). The electrostatic component of stacking is always positive and arises largely due to a clustering of the negatively charged oxygens in the centre of the guanine tetrads. In fact K + ions are known to coordinate the oxygens of the adjacent tetrads (2) (3) (4) 19) and presumably compensate for the electrostatic repulsion. From the observed trends of total stacking energy (shown in table 3) it can be concluded that basesugar stacking energy for the syn to anti step with small twist is considerably more favourable (by 12 kcal/mole) than for the anti to syn step. The trend is the same for structures minimised with reduced phosphate charge. Thus sequences with even number of guanines, when taking up an alternating conformation, would prefer to have guanine at the 5' end in syn conformation to gain favourable stacking interaction. In fact the alternating structures for d(G 4 T 4 G 4 ), d((G 4 T 4 )3G4) and also d^TsQ?) obtained from X-ray crystallography (19) as well as nmr (20, 33, 34) have their 5' guanine in syn conformation.
Energy component analysis. The total energy as well as its breakup into various components for the central tetramer fragments of all the models are given in table 4 for structures minimised using normal as well as reduced charge. While the all and model I has a bond length, bond angle and torsion angle distortion energy of 215 kcal/mole, the all syn structure of model II has a value of 256 kcal/mole. Thus by going from anti to syn in the tetraplex structures, the guanine nucleotides become unfavourable and therefore models HI to VII, all of which have an equal number of syn and anti residues, have intermediate energy values lying within a range of 8 kcal/mole. If we compare the distortion energy of a fragment of Z-DNA with that of B-DNA, the same trend is observed. Therefore the larger distortion energy in models II to VII is not due to choice of starting structures but can be attributed to the occurrence of syn conformation for the guanine bases.
As can be seen from Table 4 there is very little difference in van der Waal's energy components of various models with only the parallel models I and II being slightly more favourable. The electrostatic components for models VI and VII, which consist of alternating syn-anti strands, are almost equal, but slightly unfavourable when compared to the parallel models I and m. The model VI* corresponds to a minor variant of the alternating structure VI, with guanines in syn orientation and C3' endo pucker alternating with those in and orientation and C2' endo pucker, while VI** corresponds to syn with C2' endo and and with C3' endo sugar pucker.
Similarly, models IV and V with all anti-all syn conformation, have almost equal electrostatic energy but are less favourable when compared to the alternating structures of similar orientation, by 6 to 7 kcal/mole. It is striking that the parallel aU syn structure (model IT) has a large favourable contribution from electrostatic interaction, which compensates for its very unfavourable distortion energy. Therefore, the total energy values of models n to VII, lie within a range of 10 kcal/mole, but the all and structure (model I) is better than these by at least 23 kcal/mole. When the structures are minimised using reduced phosphate oxygen charges, the energy values show the same pattern as in the normal charge case except for the all syn structure, which does not have the large favourable electrostatic contribution. The last two rows of Table 4 give the energy for two variants of model VI, which have an alternation in sugar pucker, in addition to the alternating glycosidic conformation. It is seen that, while a C2' endo sugar with syn guanine and C3' endo sugar with anti guanine, give energy values only slightly less favourable than the model VI with uniform sugar pucker, the reverse case (syn with C3' endo and anti with C2' endo, as in Z-DNA) is highly unfavourable because of large distortion energy. This probably explains, why alternating tetraplex structures (19, 20) are found to be different from the typical Z-DNA (26) type alternating structure.
A detailed analysis of intra and inter strand interactions in various models indicates that the alternating strands in general have better intra strand electrostatic component than an all anti or all syn strand. The nonbonded component being similar in all the models, the total energy of all anti strands is similar to alternating strands because of compensation from distortion energy, while the syn strands are significantly unfavourable compared to the alternating syn-anti strands. However, because of the inter strand electrostatic interaction across the grooves the total energy of model I is more favourable when compared to alternating models and among the antiparallel models the difference between energy of alternating syn-anti and all syn-all anti models is only marginal.
We have also carried out detailed molecular mechanics studies with various strands in G-tetraplex linked by thymine loops of varying lengths and it is interesting to note that the stem regions of these folded back structures are very similar to the G-tetraplex structures discussed here.
CONCLUSION
The present molecular mechanics calculations on various Gtetraplex models therefore indicate that a structure of the type I i.e. with parallel strands in all anti conformation, as in the fibre model, is most favourable. Thus stretches of guanines per se would prefer such a structure. This is also confirmed from nmr results (22) (23) (24) obtained recently for d(G 4 T2), r(UG 4 U) and d(TG 4 T). However, when the stretches of guanines are interspersed with thymine residues, foldedback tetraplex structures with antiparallel strands seem to be preferred (11 -13) . The four antiparallel tetraplex models considered by us have very similar energy values and thus seem to be equally favourable. However, the syn strand of all syn-all anti models is significantly less favourable energetically when compared to strands in alternating syn-anti conformation, but this is compensated by better inter strand interactions in all syn-all anti models. This may explain why only alternating syn-anti type structures have been observed from nmr and X-ray crystallographic studies (19, 20) . The differences observed in the X-ray and nmr structures (19) (20) (21) are also not surprising since the Greek key and Indian key arrangement of the chains have almost identical total energy values. The structure for alternating syn-anti-syn-anti model in Greek key arrangement (model VT) obtained ab initio from our theoretical calculations has gross features like groove width and average twist very similar to those observed in the crystal structure (19) , while the alternating structure in Indian key arrangement is similar to the proposed nmr model (20) . Our systematic model building also clearly rules out the conformational feasibility of any Z-DNA type alternating tetraplex structure (i.e. with normal stacking and adjacent sugars pointing in opposite directions) and explains why the observed alternating structures (19, 20) have an inverted stacking arrangement of bases. The molecular mechanics calculations provide a theoretical rationale for the occurrence of uniform sugar pucker (unlike Z-DNA) and preference for larger number of syn-anti steps in these structures. Thus model building combined with molecular mechanics calculations can be used to obtain conformational details of unusual DNA structures for which results from X-ray and nmr studies are not yet available.
